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Optimal brain health allows a person to realize their full
potential over the course of their life. How the brain functions 
across cognitive, sensory, social-emotional and behavioral 
domains are what brain health is all about. Lifestyle has a 
profound impact. What you eat and drink, how much you
exercise, how well you sleep, the way you socialize and how
you manage stress are all important to the health of the brain. 
Science has made remarkable strides in understanding 
the brain and what it needs to help you remain vital and 
independent. Our brain health, wellness and enhanced 
mindfulness programming puts these discoveries to work, 
providing a well-rounded blueprint for you to create a positive 
outlook and a healthy lifestyle. 

The social activities you enjoy, whether it’s volunteering, taking 
a class or attending a lecture or community event, have been 
shown to improve memory, according to a recent study at 
Rush University Medical Center. Research has also revealed 
that exercise increases blood flow to the brain and improves
important cognitive connections.

A Well-Rounded Lifestyle 
is Key to Brain Health

3 Things Science Says Will Make You Happier
Based on decades of research, it’s clear that happy people are healthier, get
sick less often and live longer. Though happiness doesn’t always come easily, 
studies suggest happiness is something we can cultivate with practice. Below
are three best practices you can follow to achieve a more fulfilling life.

1. Acknowledge the Good. Focusing on the negative isn’t the best way to
feeling better. A simple way to start cultivating happiness is by recognizing 
all the good that surrounds you. Optimism and less hopelessness are game 
changers. 

2. Add Happiness Through Subtraction. Quite simply, try appreciating 
what you have by imagining your life without it. Allow yourself to feel
grateful for the things that happened as they did in your life. 

3. Find Meaning and Purpose. You can boost your energy and motivation 
by fostering a sense of purpose. Clarify realistic goals and priorities about 
an ideal future in which everything is going as well as possible with your
health and personal life.

THE MOST WASTED OF ALL DAYS IS ONE WITHOUT LAUGHTER. 
~ E.E. CUMMINGS

 Quote of the Day 

INSPIRING A HAPPIER, HEALTHIER YOU.

the first wearable to help improve your health
THE APOLLO NEURO  
When it comes to your health and quality of life, stress matters. Being 
unable to dial down stress levels can affect sleep, mood and appetite. 
The long-term effects of chronic stress have been linked to cardiovascular 
disease and Alzheimer’s disease, among other 
health concerns. 

One new device on the market, the Apollo 
Neuro, is the first wearable that helps improve
health instead of simply tracking it. Utilizing low
frequency sound waves, Apollo was developed by
neuroscientists and physicians for better sleep, 
stress relief and focus. It helps your body reach a 
more relaxed state and lowers your stress level. 

Using the Apollo Neuro app on your smart 
device, choose from seven vibes—Energy, Social, Focus, Calm, Unwind, 
Recover and Fall Asleep—that help restore the nervous system. Backed by 
science and numerous clinical trials, Apollo is also very easy to use. You can 
wrap it around a wrist or ankle or clip it onto your clothing. The Apollo
Neuro can ease the process of falling asleep, giving you a safe alternative to
natural or pharmaceutical sleeping aids.
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THE ORIGINS OF APRIL FOOLS’ DAY  
April Fools’ Day has been celebrated for centuries by different cultures. Its traditions include playing hoaxes or 
practical jokes on others, often yelling “April Fools!” Though the origin of April Fools’ Day is a mystery, many 
historians speculate it dates to 1582, when France switched from the Julian 
calendar to the Gregorian calendar. There’s also a theory April Fools’ Day 
was tied to the first day of spring in the Northern Hemisphere, when 
Mother Nature fooled people with unpredictable weather. No matter  
where it came from, April Fools’ Day is here, so be ready for anything!

INSPIRING A HAPPIER, HEALTHIER YOU.

april 2024

follow us on facebook

WHY WE WAKE UP EARLIER AS WE GET OLDER
There’s a reason why older adults wake up earlier in the mornings: it’s part 
of the natural aging process. As we age, our bodies change both internally 
and externally. Our brain becomes slightly less responsive to inputs that 
include the sunset, sunlight, meals, social cues and physical activity that help 
determine where we are in our day. 

This is part of the reason older people tend to get tired before their children 
or grandchildren. And, as a result, they wake up fully rested and earlier than 
the rest of the world.

If you struggle with this problem, experts agree you should ignore the advice 
to put away the screens and instead expose yourself to bright light in the 
late evening. This means going for a walk outside before the sun sets, reading 
a book on a bright iPad, getting artificial lights for your home or watching 
TV on a bright screen. You should try these things 30 to 60 minutes before 
sunset. Changes in sleep patterns are a way of life, and you can counteract 
them with healthy habits so you can get your best rest.     

what’s your story? tell us 
with our resident survey!

april 2024 events!
• Lorem Ipsum Dolor Sit (date)
• Amet Consectetur Adipiscing (date)
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Check with your Life Enrichment Director for all the details!
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NEXT MONTH IT’S LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE

Cla�ic

BR EAKFAS T  AT

TIFFANY’S
BRUNCH

Richard Morgan, a onetime baker and battery maker with creaky 
knees, didn’t take up regular exercise until he was 73. The 
Irishman is now 93 and a four-time world champion in indoor 
rowing, with the aerobic engine of a healthy 40-year-old  
and a body-fat percentage to match. Not bad for someone who 
trains in his backyard shed.  

Richard has now rowed the equivalent of almost ten times 
around the globe. Many questions remain about the biology 
of aging, and whether the physical decline in muscle mass that 
typically occurs as we grow older is inevitable or perhaps, due 
to a lack of exercise. 

Intrigued, researchers put Richard to a 2,000-meter time trial 
on a rowing machine and were amazed his heart rate peaked at 
153 beats per minute, one of the highest peaks ever recorded 
for someone in their 90s. It meant his heart was able to rapidly 
supply his working muscles with oxygen and fuel. Perhaps more 
impressive, Richard achieved these results with a simple exercise 
routine that emphasized consistency and a high protein diet. 
The research team found that exercise helps maintain a strong, 
capable body, no matter our age. For Richard, it meant becoming 
a world champion.    

MEET THE 93-YEAR-OLD 
WORLD CHAMP OF ROWING

TECH-SAVVY SENIORS AND EMOJIS
An emoji is a “small digital image or icon used to express an idea or emotion 
in electronic communication.” They are now a crucial part of communication 
in texts and social media. With thousands of individual characters, our 
messages to one another include a    , a 👍, or 🙏, to name just a few.

They were first created in Japan in the 1990s and spread very quickly. A 
recent survey found those 65 and above have mastered the art of an  
emoji-filled text message. In fact, one in three seniors now prefer texting 
to phone calls. 

A few commonly misused emojis include the fire 🔥 emoji, which is not 
used to show something is literally hot, but more that something is amazing. 
Another is the laughing out loud 🤣 face. This emoji represents someone 
laughing so hard they have tears of joys. But sometimes it’s used as the exact 
opposite: a “crying” face. One hundred and eight new emojis are expected to 
arrive in our smartphones and computers in 2024. They include a phoenix, a 
lime and smiley faces shaking their heads up and down. 

 Quote of the Month 

You miss 100% 
of the shots 
you don’t take.
~ WAYNE GRETZKY
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to put away the screens and instead expose yourself to bright light in the 
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a book on a bright iPad, getting artificial lights for your home or watching 
TV on a bright screen. You should try these things 30 to 60 minutes before 
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Check with your Life Enrichment Director for all the details!
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in electronic communication.” They are now a crucial part of communication 
in texts and social media. With thousands of individual characters, our 
messages to one another include a    , a 👍, or 🙏, to name just a few.

They were first created in Japan in the 1990s and spread very quickly. A 
recent survey found those 65 and above have mastered the art of an  
emoji-filled text message. In fact, one in three seniors now prefer texting 
to phone calls. 

A few commonly misused emojis include the fire 🔥 emoji, which is not 
used to show something is literally hot, but more that something is amazing. 
Another is the laughing out loud 🤣 face. This emoji represents someone 
laughing so hard they have tears of joys. But sometimes it’s used as the exact 
opposite: a “crying” face. One hundred and eight new emojis are expected to 
arrive in our smartphones and computers in 2024. They include a phoenix, a 
lime and smiley faces shaking their heads up and down. 
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THE ORIGINS OF APRIL FOOLS’ DAY  
April Fools’ Day has been celebrated for centuries by different cultures. Its traditions include playing hoaxes or 
practical jokes on others, often yelling “April Fools!” Though the origin of April Fools’ Day is a mystery, many 
historians speculate it dates to 1582, when France switched from the Julian 
calendar to the Gregorian calendar. There’s also a theory April Fools’ Day 
was tied to the first day of spring in the Northern Hemisphere, when 
Mother Nature fooled people with unpredictable weather. No matter  
where it came from, April Fools’ Day is here, so be ready for anything!

INSPIRING A HAPPIER, HEALTHIER YOU.

april 2024

follow us on facebook

WHY WE WAKE UP EARLIER AS WE GET OLDER
There’s a reason why older adults wake up earlier in the mornings: it’s part 
of the natural aging process. As we age, our bodies change both internally 
and externally. Our brain becomes slightly less responsive to inputs that 
include the sunset, sunlight, meals, social cues and physical activity that help 
determine where we are in our day. 

This is part of the reason older people tend to get tired before their children 
or grandchildren. And, as a result, they wake up fully rested and earlier than 
the rest of the world.

If you struggle with this problem, experts agree you should ignore the advice 
to put away the screens and instead expose yourself to bright light in the 
late evening. This means going for a walk outside before the sun sets, reading 
a book on a bright iPad, getting artificial lights for your home or watching 
TV on a bright screen. You should try these things 30 to 60 minutes before 
sunset. Changes in sleep patterns are a way of life, and you can counteract 
them with healthy habits so you can get your best rest.     

what’s your story? tell us 
with our resident survey!

april 2024 events!
• Lorem Ipsum Dolor Sit (date)
• Amet Consectetur Adipiscing (date)
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NEXT MONTH IT’S LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE
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Richard Morgan, a onetime baker and battery maker with creaky 
knees, didn’t take up regular exercise until he was 73. The 
Irishman is now 93 and a four-time world champion in indoor 
rowing, with the aerobic engine of a healthy 40-year-old  
and a body-fat percentage to match. Not bad for someone who 
trains in his backyard shed.  

Richard has now rowed the equivalent of almost ten times 
around the globe. Many questions remain about the biology 
of aging, and whether the physical decline in muscle mass that 
typically occurs as we grow older is inevitable or perhaps, due 
to a lack of exercise. 

Intrigued, researchers put Richard to a 2,000-meter time trial 
on a rowing machine and were amazed his heart rate peaked at 
153 beats per minute, one of the highest peaks ever recorded 
for someone in their 90s. It meant his heart was able to rapidly 
supply his working muscles with oxygen and fuel. Perhaps more 
impressive, Richard achieved these results with a simple exercise 
routine that emphasized consistency and a high protein diet. 
The research team found that exercise helps maintain a strong, 
capable body, no matter our age. For Richard, it meant becoming 
a world champion.    
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7  a03:  E yaW ruoY sgg  DR 
9  a00:  M gnippohS rejie  S RU  
9  a03:  E eninaJ /w esicrex  F TI  
1  a00:1  F ahtraM /w semaG & nu  2 AF  
1  p00:2  U $ gnilwoB lasrevin  S RU  
2  p00:  E sdneirF /w erhcu  C FA  
2  p03:  F sdraC snworC evi  2 AF  
3  p03:  " "reviR nigriV  T RH  
6  p00:  K renroC ehT nI sgni  2 AF  

9  a03:  E eninaJ /w esicrex  F TI  
1  a03:0  S aipotnip  T RH  
1  a00:1  B gnola-gniS elbi  C PH  
1  p03:  B RD decnahnE-hsaB ogni  
1  p03:  C nepO erotS renro  
3  p00:  " xamarehT "enaL efaS  2 AF  
3  p03:  P rekoP ynne  2 AF  
6  p03:  L thgiR ,retneC ,tfe  2 AF  
 

9  a00:  M  gnippohS rejie  S RU  
9  a03:  E eninaJ /w esicrex  F TI  
1  a54:0  M $ hcnuL & pirT yretsy  S RU  
2  p00:  E sdneirF /w erhcu  C FA  
3  p03:  " "reviR nigriV  T RH  
6  p00:  K renroC ehT nI sgni  2 AF  
6  p03:  S sdneirF /w obpik  UL 
 

9  a03:  E eninaJ /w esicrex  F TI  
1  a03:0  S aipotnip  T RH  
1  a00:1  B gnola-gniS elbi  C PH  
1  p03:  C nepO erotS renro  
2  p00:  S elbbarc  C FA  
2  p03:  C )52.( sdraC yzar  2 AF  
3  p03:  P rekoP ynne  2 AF  
6  p03:  L thgiR ,retneC ,tfe  2 AF  
 

P ecalP kra   


